
Fuel theft is a known problem for owners and managers of petrol stations. It not only causes a large loss
of revenue; it also leads to unsafe situations for both employees and customers. After all, fuel theft
always happens at peak moments, when there is a long queue at the checkout and the cashier cannot
pay attention to all vehicles at the petrol station. AVUTEC has a solution to this problem by offering a
system which drastically minimalizes fuel theft at petrol stations.

The Drive off Prevention System (DPS) uses one or more cameras to read the number plates of incoming
vehicles and compares these to a blacklist of previous drive offs. In case a match is found, an alarm at
the POS terminal warns the cashier to act by, for instance, blocking the fuel pump. This early alert results
not only in a decrease in the loss of revenue of a petrol station, it also makes employees feel more safe
and secure as thieves will stay away.

The Drive off Prevention System

DPS hardware
- A CortexServer to connect analog and IP cameras
- or a Gatekeeper, AVUTEC’s standalone embedded ANPR camera.
- One or more tablets to place at the checkout.

The Drive off Prevention System consists of the following components:

DPS cloud registration
Cloud registration provides the blacklist of the European drive off registry and adds car data, when
available, to recognized license plates.

The management website
An account gives access to a personalized management website. At this website it is possible to register
new drive offs along with the loss amount, image of the vehicle, number plate and comments from the
cashier.



AVUTEC

As a Dutch developer and manufacturer of ANPR sensors and
system solutions, AVUTEC’s expertise and knowledge have set
a benchmark for quality and the best available accuracy. The
in-house developed AI hardware and software cooperate
seamlessly to provide a maximum accuracy and speed in
ANPR or any other Video Content Analysis. From embedded
ANPR IoT sensors to a complete computer vision and
recognition system, AVUTEC provides nothing but the best,
with the highest possible flexibility, all fully remotely
managed..
For more information on the Drive off Prevention System or
our other solutions, please contact our sales department:

In case a vehicle that hasn’t been registered in the drive off registry commits fuel theft, it is easily added
with the use of the tablet. An image and the corresponding number plate are placed automatically on
the local list of a petrol station and will generate an alarm the next time the license plate is recognized
at the station it has been reported.
To place a license plate on the European drive of registry to alert all connected petrol stations, a two
factor authorization is used. The license plate has to be authorized via the management website. Double
checking a license plate stops pollution of the registry and prevents undesirable situations at the
checkout of a petrol station.

• The warning signal that sounds if a known offender is recognized, makes sure the cashier can
undertake immediate action and prevent the fuel theft.
• DPS has a preventative effect, criminals usually know when a petrol station uses the drive off
prevention system and stay away.
• When a new offender commits fuel theft, it is easy to gather information such as car data1, images and
loss amount. A personalized management website offers the option to report new drive off offenders.
• The management website shows graphs of regular customers and peak hours. This information
improves customer insight and helps to set up a loyalty program.
• The DPS server can connect to existing camera systems with IP or analog cameras, large investments
are not required.

Benefits

Two step authorization
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Prevention is better then cure
When deploying DPS, the choice is either to use a Gatekeeper or a (existing) camera system connected
to a local CortexServer. A CortexServer accepts input from both analog and IP cameras. DPS recognizes
the number plates of all incoming and refueling vehicles and instantly compares them to the cloud-
based drive off registry. As soon as a match is found, the tablet at the POS terminal sounds an alarm and
shows a warning to act and prevent the drive off.
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